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After more than 2,000 years of architectural use, the arc continues to prominently appear in bridge designs and with good reason: Its semicircular structure elegantly distributes compression through its entire shape and leads weight down on its two adaptations, the components of the bridge that directly take on pressure.
Tension power in arch bridges, on the other hand is virtually negligent. The natural curve of the arc and its ability to disinfect the power outwards reduce the effects of tension at the bottom of the arc. But as with beams and props, even the mighty bow can't outrund physics forever. The greater the degree of curvature (the
larger the semi-circle of the bow), the greater the effects of tension at the bottom of the bridge. Build a big enough arc, and tensions will eventually overtake the support structure's natural power. While there is a fair amount of cosmetic variety in arch bridge construction, the basic structure does not change. There are, for
example, Roman, Baroque and Renaissance arches, all of which are architecturally different but structurally the same. This is the arc itself that bridges his namesake his power. In fact, an arc made of stone doesn't even need mortars. The ancient Romans built arched bridges and aqueducts that still stand today.
However, the difficult part is building the arc, as the two converge parts of the structure have no structural integrity until they meet in the middle. As such, additional steear work or support systems are typically needed. Modern materials such as steel and predetermined concrete allow us to build far larger arches than the
ancient Romans did. Modern arches typically stretch between 200 and 800 feet (61 and 244 meters), but West Virginia's New River Gorge Bridge measures an impressive 1,700 feet (518 meters) [source: NOVA]. Bridges are amazing exhibitions of scientific engineering. This collection of photos highlights some of the
most spectacular structures ever created. Bridges have been in use for hundreds of years. Ponte Veccio in Florence is a medieval bridge that still features stores next to the team, which was common during that period. The Bridge of Sighs in Venice, Italy has its name because it was from this bridge that convictions gave
their last look at Venice before their imprisonment. Check out a photo of another incredible European bridge following. Brunel's Clifton suspension bridge opened in 1864 and was originally designed for horse traffic. See an example of an old American bridge following. Buskirk's Bridge is a covered bridge built in 1950.
Check out a photo of London's most famous bridge following. Tower Bridge is one of the most famous landmarks in London. It's often confused with the nearby, and less spectacular London Bridge. See a photo of another famous bridge next. The famous Bridge on the River Kwai on the This bridge isn't the only one
surrounded by chaos. See a photo of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge next. The Tacoma Narrows Bridge swings violently in the wind just before its collapse. Check out a photo of one of Sydney's most famous landmarks next. The Sydney Harbor Bridge in Australia is used to carry cars, trains and pedestrians across the
harbour. Check out another famous steel bridge on the next page. Standing at an altitude of 876 feet, the New River Gorge Bridge in West Virginia is the tallest bridge in the Americas. Check out one of America's oldest suspension bridges on the next page. One of the nation's oldest suspension bridges, the Brooklyn
Bridge, celebrated its 125th birthday on May 22, 2008. The bridge first opened on May 24, 1883. Take a look at a photo of America's most famous bridge next. The Golden Gate Bridge is one of the most famous bridges in the world. Check out another photo of the Golden Gate on the next page. The Golden Gate Bridge
has been an icon for the city of San Francisco for years. See a picture of a Scottish icon on the next page. The Firth of Forth rail bridge was built in 1890 and was once considered the 8th wonder of the world. Check out another shot of the Forth bridge on the next page. The Forth Rail Bridge lit up in red light. Find out
where the longest suspension bridge in the world stands next. The Akashi Kaikyo Bridge in Kobe, Japan, is the world's longest suspension bridge. It has a team of 1,991 yards! Check out adorable photos of the world's tallest bridge on the following pages. The Millau Viaduct rises above the cloud-pped River Tarn. The
world's tallest bridge creates a direct route from Paris to the Mediterranean coast. Check out another photo of this amazing bridge on the next page. The Millau Viaduct seen during sunset. Inaugurated on 14 December 2004, the bridge is the tallest in the world. Check out How Bridges Works for more information on this
topic. There are many companies that care enough about art to buy some for their office walls and lobes. But few establish relationships with the artists themselves. Not so from Mullen/Long Haymes Carr, an ad agency based in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. Not only did the agency commission an installation for the
firm's corporate offices, but it also offered the artist, Stephen Hendee, a highly handled conference room - one often used by the company's creative team - as the installation site. Hendee, a Newark, New Jersey-based artist whose work was exhibited at P.S. 1, New York's celebrated alternative museum, as well as in
solo and group gallery shows, creates evocative spaces with simple material — pieces of backslidden foam board fused with black tape. For Mullen/LHC, he has one of the agency's sterile chambers in a low-light, cave-like den of Convert. The colors I used to gel lights are highly saturated, said Hendee, 33. They
stimulate the mind still calming the body. And the geometric lines are also very stimulating. In low light, they create post-images, as does stained glass. This puts people in a different state of mind than they are used to, such as being in a cavern or a cathedral. The people at Mullen/LHC are just inundated with commercial
messages everywhere they turn, Hendee adds. This room is completely without it. Stephen Zades, former chief executive of LHC (before its merger with Mullen in January) and founder of the Odyssey Group, a creative consulting firm, thinks of the environment as a place where people can dream. So many of the spaces
we work in and live in have become lifeless and boring, he says. But the moment you enter this space, it produces a change in mind and body. This is exactly the state of mind needed for brainstorming and creative problem-solving. It is one of the many lessons contemporary art brings to the business world. Bonnie
Schwartz (bonnie9878@aol.com) is a freelance writer based in Brooklyn, New York. B.J. Moore can't tap, but he's betting on the health of the electronic typewriter industry. Moore, the 46-year-old president of San Jose, Calif.-based Systel Computers Inc., thinks his gamble is pretty safe because his company's only
product has greatly expanded the -- typewriter's utility. The Silk Set II - there is no SideSet I - offers in one unit a half-page display screen, word processing software that runs on the popular CP/M operating system, and a disk drive for unlimited document storage. In short, it provides the word processing components that
the electronic typewriter has lacked. And the add-on unit, at $3,450, is half the price of most word processors sold. Pour in the cost of the typewriter and it's still a bargain. Datapro Research Corp.'s Sharon Olsen says: Until recently, everyone thought electronic typewriters were all good and good, but what do you do with
that hunk of expensive machinery when you need a word processor? Systel first shipped its product in February and now moves more than 1,000 units a month. It has a nationwide network of more than 200 office machiner dealers, increasing at the rate - about 50 per month; it has moved ito a new 75,000-square-foot
facility, and it has jumped from 20 employees in January to more than 150. We sell everything we produce, he Moore.In the surnmer of 1981, Systel's financial outlook, Moore concedes, wasn't particularly rosy. In fact, it was grim. Systel's first venture into high tech bombed. The company was founded in 1980 when
Moore, who was 10 years as president of Biomation Inc., was a leading manufacturer of electronics equipment, teamed up with two other engincer entrcpreneurs, Samuel Schwartz and Dan Hochman. They thought they had a winning idea for a microcomputer. Their Report/80 combined into one unit all the elements that
other desktop computer manufacturers usually sell as muodules. But the product cost a solid $7,500 and never caught up. By August 1981, the fledgling company had losses of $1.5 million. We knew ww had to do something different, moore says.The idea for the Systel II came about when one of the company's directors,
an office machine dealer, asked if there wasn't a way to make a word processor out of the electronic typewriter. It was just a simple question with a very obvious answer, moore says.The idea surfaced the first week in August. With the help of an outside designer, an industrial psychologist who chose and executed focus
groups, and office machine dealers, the company had ready its system by the second week in February. Moore attributes the system's success so far to the fact that it is easy to use, affordable, attractive and friendly. It's also flexible. With the flip of a switch, the typewriter can be used without disturbing any word
processing work in progress. And the Side Set can be unplugged from one typewriter and plugged into another - even if the machines are different making. Nor did it hurt that, by one of its directors, Systel was able to sign a deal with Olympia USA that brought more than 7,000 Systel IIs to market as the Olympia EX100.
Nor did it hurt that Systel was the only contender in the field. Other companies, such as Eatontown, N.J. - based Syntrex Inc., market interns with word processing software, a screen and storage for the electronic typewriter. But Syntrex's Aquarius I cost $6,390, and include a typewriter - in this case an Olivetti branded
with Syntrex's own label - and a single disc. Although the Aquarius I connects with Olivetti and IBM, it clearly does not have the flexibility of Systel, which connects with 18 models from nine manufacturers. Syntrex's new low-end electronic typewriter with screen and discs - the $4,795 Libra - doesn't either. Recently,
however, competitors have shot up with the same concept as Systel's. The latest is the Van Nuys, Calif. - based Lexor Corp. Its Lexoriter Series III, which for October, delivery, offers, the company claims, stores more on a single disk than the Side Set and allows the user to manipulate more text at a time. And it costs
$1,995. Dataquest's Clifford Lindsey says, It takes about 6 months to design a Side Kit, so I think they'll have 24 competitors in 24 months. Moore says S sideset is ready to compete. He notes that Systel's CP/M operating system allows more than 2 000 software programs available to the unit. And Systel will offer a
communication option. Besides, its established market position gives it a Adds Moore: I think that when prices can be made reductions, we'll be right there among the leaders
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